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the Future PrecInct
The imagined future precinct further builds on the design 
principles (section 4.2 Principles), establishing a fully integrated 
development, connected by public space and surrounded and 
embedded in the natural context of the site. The adjacent 
precinct vision accommodates additional potential future 
developments that set out to achieve the aspirations of the 
precinct vision, as described by section 4.1 Project Vision. 

Taking full advantage of the infrastructure as delivered as 
part of the JHHIP ASB development, the future precinct vision 
is accommodated without need for considerable additional 
infrastructure upgrades.

The fully realised precinct vision populates the three zones; 
research and education, parallel providers and the hospital zone, 
creating the opportunity for a truly integrated precinct with 
ready access to and collaboration between the various functions 
across the precinct zones.

As the first piece of the precinct vision the ASB development 
establishes the main space of the precinct in the elevated 
garden. This is a space that will remain the precinct ‘heart’ 
beyond the ASB, to also serve the broader precinct vision.

The long term vision establishes the new western primary 
front door. This will form a key node of the precinct, and will be 
supported by minor entries to the south and east; creating a site 
and particularly hospital campus with porosity and identity.

The approach to sustainability is further described in eSD 
Report, however, it is worth noting the considerable efforts 
being undertaken to maximise use of the existing infrastructure 
on the site. Not least of these existing elements is the JHH 
and RNc buildings, built between 1991 and 2006. Significant 
refurbishment works will be undertaken to the existing JHH as 
part of the JHHIP. Further to this a ‘blueprint’ for the JHH and 
RNc buildings has been developed to allow for future expansion 
and upgrade of the existing facilities.

5.3 SettInG uP For the Future PrecInct vISIon
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5.4 a DeScrIPtIon oF the DeveloPMent

UPGRADED PUBLIC 
DROP-OFF AREA 
CREATES A NEW 

WELCOME TO 
PATIENTS VISITORS 

AND STAFF

The JHHIP development is made up of various elements 
each contributing to the integrated scheme. The project is 
considerate of the existing infrastructure and the history 
of the functionality of the site. Building on this, the JHHIP 
development presents a consolidated hospital campus, 
tying the proposed with the existing by proposing reuse of 
the existing front door, considerable refurbishment of the 
existing JHH, and link connections between existing and 
proposed at all levels possible.

The elements of the development include;

• Additional road infrastructure,

• establishment of a new APZ,

• Arrival canopy,

• Public drop-off,

• North south connection through the existing JHH,

• Refurbished clinical and non-clinical spaces of the JHH,

• enclosed link connections at levels 1, 2 and 3,

• external public open space of the ‘elevated garden’,

• link bridge to the neighbouring HMRI,

• Acute Services Building including 4 levels of semi-basement 
car park,

• Adjustments to existing at grade car park.

LANDSCAPED 
ELEVATED 
GARDEN

CONNECTION TO THE 
FUTURE NEWCASTLE 
INNER CITY BYPASS

PROPOSED 
INTERNAL ROAD 

WORKS

A NEW ARRIVAL 
CANOPY MARKS 

THE RE-IMAGINED 
ENTRY

ADJUSTMENTS TO 
EXISTING AT GRADE CAR 
PARKING ALLOW FOR THE 
WESTERN ROUND ABOUT, 
NEW ACCESS ROUTE, AND 
ADDITIONAL CAR PARKING

NEW ROAD WORKS ESTABLISH 
BETTER ACCESS TO THE EXISTING 

CAR PARK FOR VISITORS AND 
STAFF, AND EXPRESS LANDE 

ACCESS FOR AMBULANCES AND 
PUBLIC ED DROP-OFF

NEWCASTLE INNER CITY 
BYPASS APPROVED UNDER 

SEPARATE APPLICATION

ENCLOSED 
CONNECTIONS 

BETWEEN THE ASB 
AND EXISTING JHH 
DEVELOPING FORM 

WITHN

THE ASB WITH ASPECT 
TO THE NORTH 

OVER THE NATURAL 
BUSHLAND TO THE 

OCEAN, AND TO THE 
EAST, WEST AND SOUTH 

TO THE HILLS

SITE INFRASTRUCTURE 
INCLUDING MINES 

GROUTING, SHORING, 
BULK EARTHWORKS AND 

INGROUND SERVICES 
WORKS

HMRI LINK 
BRIDGE FOR 
PRECINCT 

CONNECTIVITY
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Indicative ground line

5.5 ProPoSeD SIte PlannInG

BlocK & StacK
The block and stack of the ASB has been established with clinical 
functionality at its core. The three interfacing levels of the 
existing JHH and the proposed ASB offer link connections to 
meet the various needs of the users of the hospital.

Amenity has also been a primary consideration of the block and 
stack, taking advantage of the increased access to views and  
day light towards the top levels of the ASB for the longer stay 
patients of the building.

PROPOSED ASB ELEVATED GARDEN AND 
LINK CONNECTIONS

EXISTING JHH

PLANT

LEVEL 07

LEVEL 06

LEVEL 05

LEVEL 04

LEVEL 03

LEVEL 02

LEVEL 01

LEVEL 00

LEVEL B1

LEVEL B2

LEVEL B3

LEVEL B4

8 LEVELS
ASB CLINICAL 

FUNCTION

SEMI-BASEMENT CAR 
PARKING

PATH. /  
IPUS

PLANT / ADMIN.

IPU

EDU / IPUS / PATH /  
ADMIN / ACU / REHAB / FOH

STAFF / BIOMED / RENAL  
REHAB / IPUS / ALLIED HEALTH /  

CIU / WASTE / DOCK

IPUFUTURE IPU FUTURE IPU IPU

MACU BIRTHINGNICU / SCU

ICU ADULT HUNTER RETRIEVAL

THEATRES

PLANT CSD ADMIN

INTERVENTIONAL LABS ENDO RETAILDOSA

AMU EMERGENCY ACUTE IMAGING

ADMIN.

ADMISS.
NUCLEAR MED / IMAGING RETAINED 
WITH EXPANDED MRI + RECOVERY 

BEDS

SUPPORT SERVICES PHARMACY

MAIN ENTRY

PLANT

LINK

LINK

LINK

IPU IPU FUTURE IPU

IT / BEMS /  
MORTUARY

ICU SHELL

CCOU

PICU

CAR PARK

CAR PARK

CAR PARK

CAR PARK

toPoGraPhY
The positioning of the ASB to the north of the existing JHH 
presents an opportunity to engage with the natural undulation 
of the landscape. The development proposes to enhance and 
reuse the existing JHH front door (currently combined with the 
eD front door) at level 2. Travelling towards the ASB from here, 
the site drops away, to the level of existing internal courtyards at 
level 0, and then again to the northern edge of the existing JHH 
to meet Kookaburra cct again at level 0.

At level 0, making use of the existing infrastructure, the 
proposed emergency department (eD) is established  with a 
dedicated ambulance and public emergency drop-off, separated 
from the main public entry.

Directly beneath the new eD the land again falls steeply, allowing 
the construction of a multi-level car park semi-submerged into 
the hillside that again reaches natural ground level at its lowest 
point; B4 level. With all of its northern elevation, and partial 
eastern and western elevations, the car park is also granted 
access to views and connection to the bushland to the north, as 
well as natural ventilation.

heIGht, BulK & Scale
To create the optimised connection to the existing JHH and its 
services, the proposed ASB locates services requiring immediate 
access between the two buildings on levels 0,1, 2 and 3 to enable 
direct horizontal connectivity.

clinical functionality, and connectivity with the existing drives 
the block and stack, which in turn informs the height and scale 
of the building. The ASB strikes a balance between connection + 
proximity and impacts to amenity of both buildings.

SetBacKS
Seeing the value in retaining the Kookaburra cct to the north in 
order to facilitate direct and discreet vehicular access to the eD, 
the ASB is located north of the roadway. Based on this a minimum 
setback of 25m was established to the existing JHH.

Within the framework of the design principles, the development 
was then angled as both a gesture to the future development of 
the research and education zone to the west, as well as offering 
greater separation between the buildings, increased light 
penetration to the northern facade of the JHH, and access to 
western sightliness from the proposed elevated garden.

landscaping of the elevated garden enhances the views of the 
retained In-patient units within the existing JHH.

HELIPAD

LEVEL 7 RL

LEVEL 4 RL

45m

25-45m

IN-PATIENT UNITS IN-PATIENT UNITS

25m


